
Information:
The Underlights are an ancient species of merfolk which once lived 
within the depths of the Midnight Sea. When compared to one another, 
one would never guess an Underlight male and an Underlight female 
would be of the same species. The female Underlights are bipedal and 
humanoid, whereas the males just look like an ordinary deep sea fish. 
Underlight males are also noticeably smaller than the females. Along 
with their miniscule size, the Underlight males also lack an sentience. 
Because of this difference, the female Underlights are tasked with 
keeping the males safe for the security of their species.
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Anatomy:
Female Underlights are bipedal, but that doesn't put them at a 
disadvantage when swimming. Webbed feet and hands help them 
propel themselves underwater; extra fins on their lower arm and along 
the spine help them maneuver underwater. Battle hardened Underlights 
lose any modicum of beauty that they may have once had, and rely on 
their primal nature to fulfill their duty. Many of the these Underlights who 
are excellent fighters usually become a part of the royal guard forces. 
The more feminine Underlights stand roughly around 5"8, and the royal 
forces around 5"2-5"4.

Male Underlights can be easily mistaken for a simple fish, as they have 
no sentience. These Underlights often fall prey to whales when they're 
not observed properly. 

The Underlights can communicate with one another through the light 
that adorns their head. Similar to Morse code that humans use. The light 
atop their head is not just for communication, Underlights are capable of 
communicating verbally as well, but while underwater they prefer to 
communicate via light. The light atop their head can also be used to 
hypnotize lesser fish; such uses of this hypnotization are for cultivating 
fish in mass for consumption and even using swarms of fish to distract 
large foes. A favorite tactic of the Underlights are to use electric eels 
against their foes. Larger and more intelligent sea creatures won't fall 
prey to this tactic however.

Despite only having gills Underlights are capable of being on land for a 
maximum for sixteen hours. Any longer and they risk possible death. To 
stay on land for long periods of time the Underlights need to keep their 
skin wet; being submerged underwater for an hour or two usually helps 
with this effort.
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Religion:
The Underlights worship VirValmari, the ocean god who resides in the 
plane "The Abyssal Void". The Underlights revere VirValmari as a giant 
Kraken, and consider giant squids sacred. Because giant squids are 
considered sacred, many of the Underlights harbor animosity against 
sperm whales. It's a spiritual and cultural rite of passage for adolescent 
Underlights to group together and kill a sperm whale. When a giant 
whale falls, a festival is held in honor of the slayers who took down the 
beast. 

Underlights who commit heresy against VirValmari are exiled from the 
kingdom of Lauphiim. The exiled who return and seek atonement must 
go forth to the Demigod Cephulith and beg for forgiveness. Those who 
have been granted forgiveness return with a vial of his ink and are 
welcomed back into the kingdom, but are not allowed to partake in 
festivities until they have proven themselves loyal again. Those who are 
rejected are escorted to volcanic seafloor vents and killed. The corpse of 
the exiled lays to rot for any scavenger who happens to come across it. 
Such heresies that may lead to exile include gluttonous and superfluous 
over hunting of other marine life, and the killing of any giant squids. 
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rejected are escorted to volcanic seafloor vents and killed. The corpse of 
the exiled lays to rot for any scavenger who happens to come across it. 
Such heresies that may lead to exile include gluttonous and superfluous 
over hunting of other marine life, and the killing of any giant squids. 

When an Underlight dies, the bodies are offered to Cephulith so their 
spirits may traverse safely into the afterlife, into The Abyssal Void. The 
ones who die and do not travel into the afterlife are said to reincarnate 
as sperm whales and enter a dire conflict against their former species. 
Acolytes of VirValmari are tasked with gathering the weapons of the 
fallen so the weapon may be exorcised of any lingering spirit that may 
inhibit it. A final attempt to grant passage into the afterlife for their fallen 
sisters. 
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